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IBSTHAd?

The enactment of Public Law 97-177 is considered a most

effective directive for improving the Government's bill

paying practices. This study, undertaken to investigate the

need for such legislation and to c.nalyze procedures estab-

lished to implement the law, indicate the law has the

potential for improving the Government bill paying reputa-

tion. Additionally, business concerns will be assisted in

improving cash-flow problems generated by the slow bill

paying practices of the Government. Problems inherent in

the implementation of this lav are: reconciling prompt bill

payment with Federal cash management practices; ensuring

contract funds are not channeled into nonproductive interest

payments; reducirg the adrci nistrative burden created to

monitor bill payment and interest penalty payment; assigning

responsibility f cr late payments and funding of interest

payments.
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£• INTRODUCTION

The Prompt Payment Act, Public Law 97-177, represents

the culmination cf efforts by individual business concerns,

professional and trade associations, and special interest

coalitions who have experienced difficulties in obtaining

timely payment fcr goods and services provided to Federal

Departments and agencies. These delays occured despite

extensive admin istr at ive efforts and regulations requiring

expeditious processing and payment of invoices for

Government contractors. This legislation requires agencies

to make interest payments whenever they fail to make payment

promptly and is viewed as the most effective means of

ensuring compliance. P.s stated by Mr. Hilton Davis, Vice

President for Legislative Affairs for the Chamber of

Commerce cf -he United States in his letter of support of

Senate Bill 1 13

1

f ".. .tusin esses prefer to receive payment

on time rather tfcas to accept interest on deliquent

accounts" [ Ref- 1]. The interest payment provisions of the

Act are therefore viewed as a penalty for failure to accom-

plish the requirement for making payment on time. For that

reason, the Congress anticipated that interest payments

would be minimal, and no additional funds have been or will

be provided for the purpose of financing Federal department

and agency penalty interest. In the Department of the Navy,

all interest payments pail by Navy paying offices are to be

charged to the appropriation Operations and Maintenance,

Navy. Interest payments paid by Marine Corps paying offices

are to be charged to the appropiation Operation and

Maintenance, Marine Corps. Additionally, the reasons for

deliquent payment must be identified and reported.

Implementation of the Act is expected to result not only in





timely payments, but also in better business relationships
with suppliers, improved competition for Government busi-

ness, and reduced cost for material and services. [ Ref . 2]

A. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

The objectives c£ this research are: (1) to briefly

compare commercial and military bill-paying practices, (2)

-co examine the history and intent of the law, (3) to analyze

the key provisiors oE the law, and (U) to identify and

discuss major implementation procedures.

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In order be accomplish the objectives of -his study, the

following research qjestion is presented: What were the

major issues culminating in the requirement for legislation

to improve Goverr.men: bill- paying practices?

Supplementary questions are addressed as follows: (1}

What is the basic intent of the law? (2) What incentives

does the law provide? (3) How will implementation be accom-

plished? (U) How will compliance be evaluated?

C. SCOPE, LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Public Law 9*7-177 is applicable to all Federal agencies.

This study will focus on the general applicability of the

law utilizing procedures and policies of Department of

Defense departments and agencies as illustrations and exam-

ples. The provisions of this Act entail additional

obligations for toth Government and business concerns as

well as providing great potential for improving efficiency

in Government operations and assistance to businesses who,

in many cases, were forced to borrow additional operating

capital while awaiting payment for goods provided or

services rendered.
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The law has teen in effect sines October 1982, thus

policies and procedures are still evolving. Many of those

stated in this study are "point-in-time" and could become

outdated as policy continues to evolve. It is assumed that

the reader of this study is familiar with contracts and the

acquisition process within the United States Government and

especially the Department of Defense.

D. METHODOLOGY

The initial literature search revealed that there had

been little or no comprehensive research conducted en the

subject. The primary source of information concerning the

background of the \ct was found in Congressional records and

studies performed ay the General Accounting Office.

The initial literature search was followed by a series

of telephone interviews with major policy participants in

the Washington. E.G. area. Additionally, contact was made

with several DOD procurement and paying activities.

Activities contacted either on fact-finding trips or through

telephone interviews, included the Office of Management and

Budget; Congressional Budget Office; Office Of Federal

Procurement Policy.; Office of the Assistant Secretary of the

Navy (Shipbuilding and Logistics); Office of the Comptroller

of the Navy; the Naval Material Command; the Navy Supply

Systems Command; Headquarters U.S. Air Force; Fleet

Accounting and Disbursing Center, Pacific; Navy Regional

Finance Center, Washington, D.C. ; Regional Financial

Services Department, Naval Supply Center, Oakland, CA;

Defense Contract Administrative Services Region, Los

Angeles, CA ; Defense Contract Administrative Services

Region, Chicago, IL; Navy Regional Contracting Center, Long

Beach, CA. Additionally, interviews were conducted with the

Supply Officer, Naval Postgraduate School, Supply Officer,

11





Naval Station Lor.g Beach, CA and the Of ficer-in-Charge, Navy

Exchange, Naval Fostgraduate School, Monterey, CA to gain

the perspec-ive cf smaller activities concerned with prompt

submittal of invoices for payment. Views were also gathered

from interviews with civilian contractors and the Sterling

Institute, Washington, D.C.

Since the enactment of the legislation in 1982, policy

has been issued by the Office of Management and Budget with

implementation procedures promulgated by each Federal agency

and department. There have been several articles on the

subject which have appeared in various professional maga-

zines, such as Contract Man agem ent Published by the National

Contract Management Association and the Gover n m ent Contra cts

Service published by Procurement Associates, Inc.

Additionally, the Federal Contracts Report published by the

Bureau cf National Affairs, Inc. provided comprehensive

reports of heari rg and views throughout the development of

the legisla-ion. Copies of numerous memoranda and position

papers from sources in Washington policy offices and paying

activities vere cbtained and examined.

E. OHGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Chapter II, the "Framework", provides the reader with a

background cf ccnmercial bill-paying practices and the

Uniform Commercial Code and bill-paying practices of the

Department cf the Navy. Chapter III provides perspective of

the intent cf the law. Chapter IV introduces the reader to

the major provisions of the law and Chapter V is an analysis

of implementation procedures. Chapter VI presents the

study's conclusicns.

12





II. FRAMEWORK

A review of the provisions from which the Defense

Acquisition Regulations received their basis will assist in

fully understanding the Prompt Payment Act and, in addition,

will provide a historical perspective to the events which

led to its enactment. The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is

the culmination cf many yaars of detailed reviews of busi-

ness practices and their effects within the law. These

commercial business practices are the basis upon which the

enactment of the Defense Acquisition Regulations were

founded.

A. COMMERCIAL BILL PAYING PRACTICES AND THE UNIFORM

COMMERCIAL CCDE

Since the beginning of recorded time, business dealings

have been represented by an unwritten law known as "gener-

ally accepted" business practices. As the administration of

business becaae nore complex, difficulties between parties

arose which required arbitration or litigation in order to

obtain a settlement. With the expansion of commercial trade

beyond respective local borders a need was realized for

regulations that would assist in governing the commercial

disputes. Therein the foundation was prepared for the

present day Uniform Commercial Coda.

1 • The uniform Commercial Code

The first established regulations governing commer-

cial transactions were promulgated in 1896 under the title,

"Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law". Subsequently,

specific areas of commercial practice were subjected to

regulation; these were:

13





Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act 1906
Uniform Sales Act 1906
Uniform Bill of Lading Act 1909
Uniform Stock Transfer Act 1909
Uniform Conditional Sales Act 1918
Uniform Trust Receipts Act 1933

These acts were the first attempt to modernize business

methods when of dealing at a distance rather than face to

face. [Ref. 3] Though promulgated by the National

Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, these

separate and distinct regulations were not accepted by all

states, but were amended to conform to the various state

requirements. Therefore, it was eventually recognized that

these separate acts needed substantial revision to maintain

a cohesive, modern commercial endeavor.

In tie fall of 1951, a Uniform Commercial Code was

released with an endorsement by the Amercian Bar

Association. By 1961, almost every state had made amend-

ments, destroying the uniformity goal established by the

original code. [Ref. 3]

In October 1962, an amended version of the 1951

Uniform Commercial Cede was released. In 1967 a committee

was again established to study the UCC and the amendments

attached by -various states. After extensive research and

consideration, the current (1972) revision was published.

There have been ro updates or revisions published since thai

time.

It is through the guidelines provided within the

Uniform Commercial Code that business conducts itself. The

UCC was purposefully written in a flexible, generalized

manner to provide an innate ability for any forthcoming

expansion of comnercial practices. In so doing, the commis-

sion believed the courts could develop laws, as required,

for unforeseen and new circumstances, within the commercial

field. Section 1-102 of the UCC specifically states:

14





-"This Act shall be liberally construed and applied t
promote its underlying purposes and policies. .. (whic

o
ch

practices throug..
custom, usage end agreement of the parties; (c) . . . mak<
uniform the law among the various jurisdictions."
[ Ref. 3 |

a. Administrative Regulations

It is this liberal, generalized construction of

the Uniform Commerical Code which impedes the pinpointing of

specific ieguire nents for administering payment of invoices.

The UCC generally states:

"Unless otherwise agreed: payment is due at the time
and place at w tich the buyer is to receive the
goods... (and when) authorized to ship the goods on
credit, the credit period runs from the time of ship-
ment.. ..cr date of invoice." [Ref. 3]

There are several administrative areas which influence the

payment procedures. These areas will be discussed in detail

in the following sections.

(1). Inspection. Inspection is the means by

which the buyer can gain assurance that the goods ordered

and received in fact meet the buyer's reguirements and

fulfill the seller's promise of performance. The Uniform

Commercial Code states the buyer has a right to inspect

goods at any reasonable place and time and in any reasonable

manner. . ."unless otherwise agreed". [Ref. 3 ] In those more

common cases where invoices are received prior to receipt of

goods, the UCC reguires payment before inspection. Again

the general statement, "unless otherwise agreed", allows for

payment to be made after inspection of the goods, if both

parties agree. .Cver time, the "generally accepted" proce-

dure in the commercial trade has been for inspection to be

completed prior to payment with exceptions being agreed upon

15





by the contracting parties. Therefore, the inspection

procedure is the first step in the payment process in the

commercial enviorament.

(2) • Acceptance. Upon completion of the

inspection procedures and the goods are found to fulfill the

requirements of the contract, acceptance of the goods is to

be initiated in any reasonable manner. The rules requiring

telegraphic acceptance, etc. are no longer considered

binding. Any medium, "reasonable under the circumstances"

may be utilized. [ Ref . 3]

When either party takes action to continue

performance, acceptance is to be considered granted and

physical notification is not deemed necessary. However,

acceptance notification which states terms or conditions

additional to or different from those offered or agreed upon

originally, is still considered valid unless acceptance is

made conditional upon the assent to newly initiated terms.

Notification of acceptance must be given

in "reasonable and 'seasonable' manner". This statement

allows for ample interpretation as will be discussed in a

later section,

(3) . Tender. In relation to the acceptance by

the buyer, "tender" is "a condition to the buyer's duty to

accept the goods and, unless otherwise agreed, to his duty

to pay for them." [Ref. 3 ] In other words, the seller is

guaranteed by la* that the buyer must accept the goods in

conformance with the contract, and the buyer must- provide

payment according to the contract. Additionally, the

buyer's ability to retain or dispose of the delivered goods

is conditional upon the payment(s) made to the seller. If

payment(s) is (are) not made, then legally, the buyer cannot

fully utilize the goods for their intended purpose.

16





If the "tender" is not in accordance with

the provisions of the contract, the seller may arrange a

conforming delivery if the contract has not expired. The

buyer must notify the seller of nonacceptance and the seller

must deliver the replacement goods in a "reasonable and

seasonable" manner.

The seller is entitled to "tender from the

buyer", which is the expected payment for the accepted

delivery of goods. Payment may be made by any means and in

any manner unless specifically detailed in the contract. If

payment is reguired prior to delivery, the nonconformity of

the goods will net excuse the buyer for nonpayment. However

payment will not constitute acceptance of goods.

(4) . Time. The Uniform Commercial Code states

"that a reasonable time for taking action depends on the

nature, purpose and circumstances of such action".

"Seasonable" action is any action taken "at or within the

time agreed or, if no time is agreed^ (upon) , at or within a

reasonable time". [ Ref . 3]

These liberal definitions become effective

enly when a contract does not provide specific times for

delivery and paynent. In any case, the definition of

"reasonable" and "seasonable" will depend entirely upon what

constitutes acceptable commercial practice in relation to

the nature, purpose and circumstances of the contract.

The time for payment and delivery are

interrelated, with payment being mads "in a reasonable

manner" following the receipt, inspection and acceptance of

the goods or services. [Ref. 3 ] If both contractual parties

allow the original reasonable time to lapse, the contract is

viewed as "enlarging the reasonable time for tender or

demand of performance". [Ref. 3] Therefore the buyer and

seller have, in effect, silently agreed to an extension of

time.

17





(5) . Hemedv. During the course of any

contract, the buyer and seller may become involved in a

dispute which will affect the payment and scheduled expira-
tion of the contract. As with any contract, withholding
payment from the seller or the seller withholding goods from

the buyer are but two examples of the methods for remedying
disputes during the contract performance.

In those circumstances where the buyer

refuses or is unable to provide payment for the goods

received, there are several courses of action available to

the seller to recover. If a buyer does not provide accep-

tance either befcre cr after the receipt and inspection

process, the seller may:

(a) withhold delivery of such goods,

(b) stop delivery while in transit.

(c) make the gcods available for rssale as finished
gcods or scrap,

(d) recover damages for non-acceptance,

(e) cancel. [ Eef . 3]

Whenever the seller stops delivery of any

or all goods, the carrier must be notified in ample time to

prevent delivery. In these cases, the shipment must be in a

carload, planeload, truckload, or any larger shipment of

express or freight--this will prevent any undue burden being

placed upon the carrier for withholding small and insignifi-

cant, deliveries.

If made available for resale either as

finished goods or as scrap, the material must be reasonably

identified as material resulting from a broken contract.

The seller is in no way accountable to the buyer for any

profit made from the resale. Additionally, the seller is

entitled to damaces for non-acceptance by the buyer. The

18





damages will be the difference between the market price

together with any incidental damages, less expenses saved,

clue to the buyer's breach of contract. If these damages are

inadequate to place the seller in as good a position as

performance would have done, then the measure of damages

vill include the profit (including reasonable overhead)

which wculd have been realized if full performance by the

buyer had been made. This profit is in addition to any

incidental expenses previously mentioned. when resale of

the goods is impracticable, the seller may still hold for

the full price, however the goods must be held aside for the

buyer. In ether words, if the buyer is forced to make

payment the goods actually belong to the buyer.

Whenever the seller/buyer relationship

becomes entangled in a dispute and the seller is found to be

entitled to incidental damages, then charges include

"commercially reasonable charges, expenses, commis-

sions., .transportation, care and custody of the goods after

the buyer's breach, in connection with the return or resale

cf the goods...". [ Ref . 3]

Whenever a buyer has refused acceptance

for ncn-*conforma rce cr has not received the goods, there are

specific alternatives available to recover. These alterna-

tives are:

(a) 'cover' . . .

( b) recover daiages, or

(c) if the seller is insolvent and payment has been
provided, recover all goods actually purchased.

If the seller refuses delivery or is unable to deliver, the

buyer is authorized to "cover". In other words , a reason-

able purchase of or contract -o purchase may be made to

substitute goods for those due from the seller. The buyer

19





may recover any cifference in costs of the cover and

contract and any incidental damages. [Ref. 3]

Damages which the buyer may recover are

the differences between the market price and ths contract
price plus incidental damages, less any expenses saved as a

result of the seller's breach of contract. The market price

is determined at the place of delivery for cases of rejec-

tion after arrival and the place for tender in all other

cases

.

In those situations where payment has beer-

provided for the goods in a buyer's possession but are not

acceptable, the buyer may hold the goods and make arrange-

ments for resale as though he were an aggrieved seller.

This is in accordance with the above paragraph which

explained the seller reselling goods refused by a buyer. A

difference, however, is that the buyer, acting as an

aggrieved seller, may not keep any profits resulting from

the sale but only the amount paid and any costs involved in

the handling of the goods.

Whenever a buyer accepts the goods from

the seller and, at a later date, revokes the acceptance for

non-conformity, the buyer may recover damages resulting from

the reason for n cn-conformi ty. These damages are measured

as the difference at the time and place of acceptance

between the value of the goods accepted and the value of the

goods had they been in accordance with contract provisions.

B. NAVY PAYING IROCEDDRES AND THE DEFENSE ACQUISITION

REGULATION

The Department of Navy (DON) is but one of three defense

departments which make the Department of Defense the largest

single procurement agency in the Government. The amount of

procurement dollars is the second largest budgeted dollar

20





total in the defense budget. These dollars affect the

ability of many contractors to remain in business, to expand

or decrease production.

To ensure the contractors and the Defense Department are

provided with standard policies, documentation requirements,

and procedures which are used in contracting for government

purchases, the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) was

established. The purpose of this regulation is stated in

the cpening paragraphs of the DAR:

".. -establishes. . ., uniform policies and procedures
relating to procurement of supplies and services. .. and
is designed to achieve maximum uniformity throughout the
Department of Eef ense. " [Ref. 4]

Within the DAR are listed standard clauses stating the

Government's obligation to make payment. The Navy imple-

ments departmental policy and procedures which pertain to

bill paying through the Navy Comptroller Manual Volume 4

(NAVCOMT Manual VOL 4) and Naval Supply Systems Command

Publication 467 (NAVSUP P-4 67).. [Ref. 4]

1 • General lay. Procedures

In accordance with NAVCOMPT Manual VOL 4, authority

is granted to disbursing officers to pay "approved bills for

supplies or services purchased by and for the Navy or the

Marine Ccrps. " [Ref. 5] NAVSUP P-467 further specifies

that:

"Small purchases normally will be retained for adminis-
tration by the purchasing office. However, if fieid
administration is required for one or more of -he func-
tions in DAR 1-406, the small purchase will be assigned
to the conqnizsnt contract administration services
component for full performance". [Ref. 6]

21





These regulations establish basically two ways for

paying contractors 1 bills funded with DOD funds.

(1) Defense Contract Administration Services (DCAS)
offices for administration and for the disbursement
to be

#
made by the cognizant Defense Contract

Administrative Services Regional Office (DCASR) , and

(2) if no DCAS office is.assigned for administration, a
Eaymg office is designated in accordance with Navy
epartment Regulations. [Ref, 4]

Bills are actually paid in both cases upon receipt

of an invoice frcm the contractor. Several preceding steps

must be taken, hcwever, prior to actual disbursement of

Government funds. A brief overview of the payment process

is provided.

The basic contract document, DD 1155, establishes

the basis for final payment by the paying activity. Upon

submission of a Material Inspection and Receiving Report (DD

form 250) to DCAS by the contractor, the DCAS office then

submits a Shipmert Performance Notice (S.P.N.) to the

Purchasing Office and a Shipment Alert Notice (S.A.N.) to

the consignee. This is to inform the' respective activities

that the material has been shipped. Upon receipt of the

material, the activities notify the DCASR. When the signed

purchase document, acceptance documents and the original and

copies of the cortractor's invoice have been received, then

payment is initiated. [ Ref . 7]

A less detailed administrative chain is involved

with the payment of small purchase contract bills. Again,

the DD 1155 establishes a basis for payment. The receiving

activity (consignee) certifies each original invoice that

all material or services were inspected and accepted and

then forwards the invoice for payment to a paying activity

designated in the contract. If the acceptance is not

required by the consignee, the vendor may forward the

invoice directly to the specified paying activity.
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In all cases, the invoices submitted for payment

must be an origiral and three copies. The invoice must be

accurate and agree with the contract. If any disagreement

is found, resubmission may be required or lengthy correspon-
dence attempting to rectify the misunderstanding which will

delay the payment.

2 . Fast Pay

In an effort to reduce leadtime to consignee and

enhance supplier relations by expediting payment for small

purchases, the "fast payment" procedure was implemented

approximately 1967. Payment is based upon the contractor's

submission of an original invoice which will indicate that

the goods have been shipped. If discrepancies do occur with

the shipment, the contractor is required to repair, replace,

or correct those goods not conforming to the contract.

Paying centers dc not require a receiving report or evidence

of acceptance to make payment. [Ref. 6]

3 • Int eqra t <=d Disbursi nq and Accounting System (IDA)

The scope of IDA extends Navy-wide and to all appro-

priations and funds. The development effort represents the

most significant change -o financial processing in the Navy.

The primary purpose of IDA is to utilize the latest auto-

matic data processing equipment accounting facilities,

thereby providing disbursing and collection services to many

operating activites. By utilizing the latest ADP equipment,

processing of financial control information is on a near

real time basis. Organizations and responsibilities for the

performance of accounting and disbursing functions are

merged. [Ref. 8] IDA will allow purchasing activities the

ability to electronically transmit procurement information

from the DD 1155 to paying activities. In addition, certif-

ication data may be electronically submitted by the
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receiving activity. [Ref. 9] When fully implemented, IDA

will be of great assistance in shortening The payment cycle.

The current pay procedures and the introduction of the IDA

facilities will tot enhance the payment of invoices unless
the paying activities are held responsible for the late
payments. The Prompt Payment Act is an attempt to create

responsiblity in the area of payments to contractors.

4 . Defense Acquisition Regulation

With the implementation of the Prompt Payment Act,

the DAR was revised to include an "Invoices" clause which

was to provide a contractual understanding as to what

describes a proper invoice and to establish guidelines to

assist in determining if interest begins to accrue under the

Prompt Payment Act. [Ref. 10]

C. SUMMARY

The Uniform Commerical Code was created based upon

traditional busiress procedures which had been utilized for

many years in the commercial arena. These same procedures

became the nucleus for the establishment of the Defense

Acquistion Regulation. With the advent of rising interest

rates and the increasing costs of doing business with the

government, supplemental regulations were needed to insure

the government net only recognized its obligation to make

payment but that the government paid its debts in a timely

manner. The following chapter will provide the background,

documentation, ard intent of the Prompt Payment Act.
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III. AN EXAMINATION OF THE INTENT OF TH2 LAM

The fact that the Government is slow in paying its bills

was confirmed in a 1979 Government Accounting Office (GAO)

study. It was reported that the Government's bill paying

performance was irore often good than bad, but that lengthy

delays did occur and that many contractors believed they

were net paid so en enough. The GAO found that, after

adjusting for delays caused by contractors and other causes

not attributable to Federal agencies, 30 percent of the

Government's bills, covering 18 percent of the dollar total,

were paid late. Based on the Office of Management and

3udget (CMB) figures provided to the House Committee c-

Government Operations, these percentages represented approx-

imately 9 miilior. invoices paid late each year, or $23. u

billion in late payments. [Ref. 11]

The dilatory pay practices of Government agencies has

also been recognized by both small and large business

concerns. This led to the support of such groups as the

Slow Pay Coalition , an organization of twenty-four trade

associations formed to bring -heir dilemma to the attention

of Congress and the administration, and numerous profes-

sional associations to bring about administrative remedies

to the slow, late, and deliguent pay issue. A list of the

supporting organizations is found in Appendix A. Small

businesses were perceived to bear the major burden of the

Government's late payment practices. Many felt that by

paying late, the Government borrowed money from companies

interest free. In doing so, the Government and the organi-

zations tasked with administering Federal funds take unfair

advantage of small companies.
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A. BACKGROUND

The necessity for administrative action to upgrade bill

paying practices has long been recognized by the Government

as well as industry. Recommendation 32 of the Commission on

Government Procurement of December 1972 addresses the prob-

lems encountered by Government contractors and cited

inconsistencies among agencies in the processing of vouchers

as a reason for delayed payments. [Ref. 12] In an October

1980 recommendation to Congress regarding slow pay, the

Commission suggested, as a part of the proposed Uniform

Procurement Policy, the following:

"Timely Payment of Invoices: Despite emphasis on the
problems of contractor cashflow problems and the impor-
tance of prompt payment of contracts by the Government,
contractors continue to experience late payment. While
contractors recognize the compelling importance of sound
cash management practices, the Government's failure to
pay on time still discourages firms from doing business
with the government. Provisions for prompt payment of
contractor invcices will be included in the system."
[Ref. 1]

In the October 29, 1980 and February 21, 1982 proposals

for a Uniform Federal Procurement System, it was recognized

that while some agencies have excellent records for

processing contractor invoices, other activities have not

established receipt and inspection procedures necessary to

alleviate slow payment. These proposals called for the

Government to pay its contractors in time to take advantage

of offered discounts, and as a norm, not more than 30 days

after receipt of a proper invoice, but stressed that

unearned discounts should not be taken. Additionally, the

proposed system provides for greater use of fast-pay proce-

dures for small purchases and a review of payment procedures

to ascertain the magnitude of late payments and the possi-

bility of streamlining procedures. [Ref. 13]
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1 • The Eff e ct of Late Payme nts on Government

Contractors

The Federal Government spends almost one-fifth of

its annual budget in the purchase of products and services

from the private sector. In the fiscal year ended June 30,

1976, the Federal Government purchased some $65 billion of

goods and services of all kinds from about 68,000 contrac-

tors. By fiscal year 1981, this total was in excess of $134

billion and with the current Reagan Administration initia-

tives to bolster Defense spending, this figure is expected

to continue its upward trend. This makes the Fsderal

Government one of the nation's largest customers. In the

expenditure of these funds, a wide cross-section of large

and small businesses are affected. Late payment of

Government bills is seen as one of the most pressing prob-

lems facing the small business community.

The plight of the small businessman is succinctly

stated by Senator Jim Sasser, (Dem-Tenn.):

"Economic conditions, complicated by record high
interest rates, are already driving large numbers of
entrepreneurs into bankruptcv-particularly, small entre-
preneurs. An overdue account exacerbates conditions for
small businesses, which just do not have -he cash flew
capabilities, r.or administrative personnel required to
develop cash and credit management practices that would
help them to weather the cost of carrying overdue
accounts or high financing costs." [Hef. 1]

The frustration level of the small business commu-

nity has continued to mount with time. Poor bill paying

practices have been stated as the reason for this frustra-

tion. Many have come to the conclusion that to do business

with the Government is something to be avoided when and if

possible. Mr. Kenton Pattie , spokesperson of the Slow Pay

Coalition states that in some industries, it has become a

measure of success in business to be able to say, "Well you
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know, I finally got to the point where I do not have to do

business with the government anymore, I can say no to

Government accounts." [Ref. 1]

In a sampling performed in 1982 of fifty unpaid

invoices selected at random from the Regional Financial

Services Department at the Navy Supply Center, Oakland,

California, 80 percent of the small businessmen affected

indicated at least some effect on cash flow and 78 percent

felt some administrative problems were caused by late

payment of invoices. To deal with the late payment prob-

lems, 76 percent of the vendors felt making telephone calls

to the paying office was the most effective measure to take.

Frequently vendors commented that they experienced diffi-

culty determining the correct paying office. [Ref. 9]

Regardless of the amount the small businessman is

awaiting in payment, it accumulates no interest, pays no

payroll, nor covers any operating expenses. In terms of

time, telephone calls, and exchange of correspondence trying

to collect from the Government agency, the small businessman

may, in fact, lose money.

2. Administrative Initiatives to Improve Government

Bill Paying Practices

The ofter cited Government Accounting Office report

concerning Government bill paying practices was the result

of complaints to the Comptroller General, news articles, and

constituent protestations to members of Congress as a result

of contractor dissatisfaction concerning delays in getting

paid by Federal agencies. Some of the findings from the

study were:

(1) Payment delays are caused by contractors as well as
by Federal agencies. The 30 percent late payments
caused by Federal agencies avaraged 7U days from the
invoice date until they were paid.

(2) Delays in making payments harm the contractor's cash
flow. Projecting the late payment results in the GAO
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sample (fcr the 6 month period covered, January 1through. June 30, 1976) of total Federal procurements,
GAO estimates that contractors might have incurred a^least $30 million in interest cost to provide the
money tied up in overdue bills.

(3) Seme contractors reported that they guit offering the
discounts because they (discounts) did not influence
Federal agencies to pay faster.

(4) Decayed payments. may also cause contractors to stop
doing business with Federal agencies.

(5) Payments are delayed primarily because of the prob-
lems Federal payment centers have in obtaining all
the paperwork needed to make payment.

(6) Permeatinc the entire process is the lack of a
Federal standard establishing when payment is due.
[Eef. 14 ]

Spurred en by Congressional constituents, business

alliances, and irate entrepenuers, numerous Governmental

agencies and policy offices attempted to ascertain the

extent of the Government slow pay problem and recommended

various solutions. In addition to the Office of Federal

Procurement Policy (OFPP) recommendations cited earlier,

former Secretary of the Treasury G. William Miller, on

September 9, 1980, ordered the financial managers of ail

executive depart nents and agencies to strictly enforce

section 8040 of the Treasury Fiscal Requirements Manual for

contract payments to all small and minority enterprises.

The Secretary ncted in his order that despite the then

current regulations many payments were still made 60-90 days

late adding that, " these delays create financial

burdens and cash management difficulties for small and

minority businesses." The Secretary continued by asking the

financial managers to reassess their procedures in order to

assure that payments were mada "when due and no later than

30 days from receipt of an invoice" unless otherwise speci-

fied in the agreement. [Ref. 15]

On Septenber 14, 1981, David Stockman, Director of

the Office of Management and Budget, issued a memo to all

agency heads requesting that action be taken to improve the
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Governments bill paying practices. Mr. Stockman urged

that agencies take such action as necessary to:

(a) Include specific payment terms in each contract or
purchase crder with standard 30-day payment terms as
a norm.

(b) Designate an individual responsible for making
payments and answering related mguires.

(c) Include clear payment instructions and references to
any necessary standard forms in each contract.

(d) Improve compliance with Treasury Fiscal Requirements
Manual.

(e) Make timely bill paying a criterion in employee
performance reports. [Eef. 11]

As a part of the General Services Administration's

attempt to implement the above directives, in November 198 1,

GSA contracting offices were instructed to include specific

payment terms in each contract and to include in ail

contracts or purchase orders The vendor's remittance address

when it differed from the business address. It was noted

that payment processing time was lost when the invoices

showed a "Pay to" address different than the address on the

purchase order or contract. Additionally, contracting

offices were instructed to include on all contracts and

purchase orders the position, title, regional location, and

complete phone number and mailing address of the Financial

Division Director responsible for making payments.

3. Congressional Initiatives to Improve Bill Paying

Practic es

Congressional action has been in the form of legis-

lation such as Hcuse Bills HR. 2036 and HR. U709 and the

Senate versions £.30 and S. 1131. Senate Bill 1131 was

signed into law as Public Law 9 7-177 by President Ronald

Reagan on Small Easiness Day, May 13, 1982. The provisions

of PL 97-177 are provided in Appendix B. The purpose of

this law as stated in the Senate Committee on Government

Affairs report is to :
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"i? -get the Government to pay its bills on time. Tothis end,. ..the bill requires all contrac+s fo-r theprocurement of goods and services to include due datesfor payment and requires further that the United States
pay interest or any amount which is not paid by the due

The Senate and House Bills leading to the enactment

of P.L. 97-177 were designed to encourage Federal Government

managers to imprcve their bill paying procedures by author-

izing the chargirg of a penalty against program operating

budgets when Federal agencies fail to pay their bills on

time.

B. BENEFITS ASSOCIATED WITH PUBLIC LAW 97-177

1 . 2i2P.ro ved Go

v

ernment^Business 5 flagons

One of the underlying intangible benefits of the

enactment of the Prompt Payment Act is the reassertion of.

a

sense of fairness in the Government's dealings with the

business communi+y. The majority of all payments to

contractors by Government agencies are, in fact, made on

time. However, there has always been a quite visible

minority of late payments such as thDse that provided the

impetus for many businesses to feel that the Government

employs a double standard when it comes to collecting debts

owed and paying its debts. In the Brooks Report on HP. 4709.

it was expressed that by improving its reputation as a reli-

able payer of its bills, the Federal Government stands to

benefit greatly and to save substantial amounts of money in

two ways— first by increasing the nunber of companies who

compete for its business and second, by ending the

contractor practice of inflating estimates to compensate for

anticipated late bill payments. [Ref. 11]
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In the statement provided by Mr. William ?. Roenigk

to the Senate Sutcommittee on Federal Expenditures,

Research, and Rules, it was stated that members of the

National Boiler Council felt that many Government agencies

give low priority and hence minimum staffing of adequately

trained personnel to the bill-paying department. [Ref. 1]

By improving its bill paying performance through the incen-

tives provided ir. the Prompt Payment Act, this impression

can be dispelled thus improving the Government's image.

2. Imp rove d Cash Flow for Business Entities

Of even greater concern than the Government's repu-

tation to the businessman is his ablilty to maintain

adequate cash flew to conduct normal operatic-.s. An example

of the problems *hich may occur a:= vividly portrayed in the

comments submitted by The American Association of Nurserymen

to the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee. Contained ii.

these comments is the fact that the majority cf the associa-

tion's member firms are small family-owned businesses.

Characteristics cf these businesses are that they are highly

seasonal and labcr intensive. Work forces must be paid on

schedule which constitutes a major problem since payroll

costs run from 3 0-3 5 percent of the total volume of sales in

a growing or landscaping firm. In the case where landscaping

firms are engaged as subcontractors on Government projects,

the general practice has been for the prime contractor to

withhold 10-15 percent of the final payment until completion

of the guarantee period on the plants involved. Where no

prime contractor is involved, the general pracice has been

for the Government to withhold from 10-25 percent for the

guarantee period. This period may extend for up to two

years depending en the contract and type(s) of trees or

plants involved. To complicate the problem even further,

the landscape firm is obligated to pay its employees the
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prevaling construction wage rate under the Davis-Bacor. Act.

This rate is often 1.5 to 2 times the normal rate for these

employees. [Ref. 1]

Factors such as those illustrated above coupled with

the fact that small businesses generally are forced to

borrow at rates above the prime interest rate for accounts

receivable financing contribute greatly to the problems of

cash management and cash flow for the small business commu-

nity. The intent of the Prompt Payment Act is to

incentivize the Government to pay its bills in a timely

manner, thus benefiting its contractors in these areas.

C. CASH MANAGEMENT AND THE PROMPT PAYMENT ACT

The enactment of the Prompt Payment Ac* was not achieved

without its detractors. The major concern of the

Administration was the cost to the Government of paying

penalties on contracts more than 30 days late. This view

was surfaced by Edwin Harper, Deputy Director, Office of

Management and Budget when he testified that the accounting

costs and the interest penalty that would be incurred when a

Government agency takes more than 30 days to pay a

contractor "would run into the millions of dollars." He

continued that seme mistakes are inevitable, owing to the

complexity and volume of invoices the Government processes

each year. "It takes 15,00 certifing and disbursing offi-

cers to process ever 30 million invoices from 75,000

contractors involving over $130 billion annually."

[Ref. 16]

This concern takes on added dimension when viewed in

respect to the national deficit and the problems of Federal

cash management and cash flow. In order to appreciate the

mechanics as well as the magnitude of these problems, a

brief review is provided.
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1 . Budget Deficits and the National Debt

A budget deficit is the amount by which the

Government's budcet outlays exceeds its budget receipts for

a given fiscal year. [Ref. 17] Simply stated, whenever the

Government spends more than it takes in through taxes and

ether receipts, a deficit occurs. The proposed Fiscal Xear

84 Presidential Eudget, released 31 January 1983, calls for

$84 8.5 billion in spending with a projec+ed budget deficit

of $189 billion. This is a 9 percent reduction from the

projected deficit of $208 billion in FY 83. The national

deb-, the results of accumulated deficits, is expected to

top $1.1 trillion by the end of FY 1984. [Ref. 18]

Deficits are hardly new in the U.S. economy. There

have been 10 in the past decade, 19 in the past 20 years, 32

since World War II, and 45 since the New Deal in 1932. From

1982 to 1985, the O.S. will add almost $500 billion to th*

national debt, mere than it had in the preceding 30 years.

Spending as a peroent of gross national product will

average an unpr ecedentedly high 23 percent during the period

1982 through 198 5, while the revenue percentage will decline

to less than 20 percent. In the past two decades, spending

averaged 20 percent and revenues 19 percent. As a

percentage, of GNF, the deficit will rise to a historic high

of 4 percent in fiscal years 83 and 84 before gradually

declining to 2 percent by 1985. [Ref. 19] The result of

such spending and deficits have important social and

economic effects, which guarantee that budget decisions will

be politically important. Any legislation which is seen as

increasing the Government's spending levels is subject to

close scrutiny as was the case with the Prompt Paymen- Act.
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2« The Fed eral Cash Management Imp rov ement Project

In an attempt to reduce Federal debx requirements

and resultant interest costs, the Federal Cash Management
Improvement Project was implemented as a Presidential reorg-

anization project on November 14, 1977. The Project sought

ways to apply modern cash management techniques to the

Governments massive cash flows. This included initiating
cash management procedures for accelerating the processing

and deposit of receipts, improving control over disburse-

ments, and elimi rating idle cash balances. In the category

of controlling disbursements, the Project found ma^or

improvements resulting in savings of greater than $145

billion annually because of

— Wider use of letters of credit to replace advances

— Imprcvments in the existing letter-of-credit system

— Paying contractors and vendors on the due date

— Avoiding late payment penalties. [ Ref . 20]

3 • Congressional Budge t Office R evj.ew

Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional Budget

Act of 1974, the proposed bills addressing delinquent

payments were reviewed by the Congressional Budget Office

(CBO) . Among the various functions of the CBO is that of

estimating costs of bills reported by House and Senate

Committees. In reviewing the provisions of S. 1131 and its

requirements that the Federal Government pay interest on

overdue payments to providers of goods and services, it was

found that the ccst to the Government would be substantial.

Based on the assumption of about 1100 billion in contract

procurement and services in 1982 from the GAO report, it was

estimated that if there was no improvement in agency bill

paying, interest cost to the Government would be approxi-

mately $100 million to $125 million in each year between
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fiscal year 1983 and 1986. This assumption also €mbcdies

CBO s projection of interest rates and assumes 18 percent of

all payments would be made late. Conversely, it was esti-

mated by CBO that if the proposed legislation results in

faster payment by agencies to avoid the interest charges,,

such earlier paynents would result in the loss of interest

by the Federal Government on its cash operating balance, or

higher interest en the public debt. It was found that if

all payments projected to be made late were to be made on

time, the cost xc the Government would be approximately .'MOO

million to $125 trillion per year, beginning in FY £3.

[Ref. 21]

D. SUMMARY

Chapter III has attempted to provide the reader with an

appreciation for the intent of P.L. 97-177. The law recog-

nized the need f cr improving the Government's bill paying

practices and prcvides an incentive, although negative, ::or

improvement. This chapter also briefly traced the histor-

ical occurences leading to the enactment of the Prompt

Payment Act and provides views both for and against.

Chapter IV will identify and briefly discuss the major

provisions of the law.
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IV. IROVISIONS OF PUBLIC LAW 97-177

The Prompt Payment Act represents important and far

reaching changes in the Federal Government acquisition
process. As with any change of this magnitude, the tran-

sition process from intent to full implementation is

expected to be laden with difficulties. One of the basic

steps in the implementation of the law is an under standing

of its provisions. This chapter will delineate and examine

in detail some of the key areas.

A. INTEREST PENALTIES ON LATE PAYMENTS

With the phrase, "To reguire the Federal Government to

pay interest on overdue payments, and for other purposes",

the Prompt Payment Act materially influences the bill-paying

relationship of the Federal Government and its providers of

goods and services. As indicated in the opening lines, the

most outstanding and perhaps controversial aspect is tie

payment of interest.

Sec. 2(a) (1) In accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Director of the Office of Management and 3udget,
each Federal acency which acquires property or services
from a business concern but which does net make payment
for each such complete delivered item of property or
service by the required payment date shall oav an
interest penality to such business concern in accordance
with this section on the amount of the payment which is
due. [Ref. 22]

1 . Policy

The regulations cited above were promulgated by the

Office of Manage lent and Budget on August 19, 1982 as

Circular A-125 which prescribes policies and procedures to
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be followed by executive departments and agencies in paying
for property and service acquired under Federai contract.

In delineating the responsibilities of agency heads.

Circular A-125 states:

"r-ach agency head is responsible for assurinq timely
payments and the payment of interest penalties where
required. Each agency head will ensure internal

auditors will irake reviews of implementation! as they
and the agency head deem appropiata." [P.ef, 23]

2 • Applica ble I nterest Rat es

Interest entitlements to the contractor as stated in

the Act are computed at the rate determined by the Secretary

of the Treasury for interest payments under Section 12 of

the Contracts Disputes Act of 1978, Public Law 95-56f» (41

USC 611) which reads as follows:

Section 12 Interest on amounts found due contractors on
claims shall be paid from the date the ccntractina
officer receives the claim pursuant to section 6 \c.)

from the contractor until oayment thereof. The interest
orovided for ii this section shall be paid at t*he rate
established by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to
Public Law 92-41 (Stat. 9 7) for the Renegotiation Board.
[Bef. 24]

Since the Renego tLation Board is no longer in existence, the

Department of the Treasury publishes the current rate of

interest in accordance with section 2 (b) (1) of Public Law

97-177. This rate is promulgated semiannually on or about 1

January and 1 July in the fiscal service section of the

Federal R egiste r . On December 23, 1982, the applicable rate

published for the period beginning January 1, 1983 and

ending on June 3 C, 1983 was 11 1/4 per centum per annum or a

daily rate of 0. C003082. [ Ref. 25]
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3 • The Grace Pe riod Concept

The original House version of the Prompt Payment Act

(H. R. 4709), introduced by Congressman Jack Brooks (D-Tex)

as approved by tie House Government Operations Subcommittee

on Legislation and National Security stipulated that bills

would be paid within 30 days or interest charges wDuld be

incurred. This stipulation lead to the Administration

opposing the bill without modification. The suggested modi-

fications included: (1) allowing a "reasonable grace period

(30 days)", after the initial 30-day payment period had

expired before making the Government liable for interest,

(2) applying the interest penalty only in those instances

where payment was late through no fault of the ven3or, and

(3) authorizing contracting officers to expedite penalty

payments which did net exceed $1,000 or 15% of the face

value of the contract, whichever was less. These recommen-

dations were offered by OMB Deputy Director Edwin L. Harper

during his testimony. Although more supportive of the bill,

GAO's Milton Socclar suggested that the bill provide for

payment of interest only upon receipt of a claim from a

contractor withir. a designated time after payment was due.

Such a provision was intended to discourage contractors from

submitting claims involving minor amounts or delays and thus

limit the use of Government resources to compensate vendors

for more serious delays. Additionally, it was recommended

that the Government's interest liability be United to 120

days beyond notification by a contractor that payment had

not been received. [Ref. 16]

3y way of compromise, the Brooks bill was amended by

adding a 15-day grace period to the basic 30-day payment

period. Under tie grace period concept, the Government

would not incur any interest charges on payments made

between the 31st and 45th days after receipt of a "proper
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invoice". But fcr payments made on ths 4 5th day or later,

interest would be accrued beginning with the 31st day, as if

there had been nc grace period. This concept is embodied in

section 2(b)(1) cf the Act which states in part:

Interest penalties on amounts due to a business concern
under this Act shall be paid to the business concern for
the period beginning on the day after the reauired
payment date a rd ending on the date on which payment of
the amount is nade, except that no interest penalty
shall be paid if payment fcr the complete delivered item
of property of service concerned is made on or before
(A) the third day after the required payment date, in
the case i

subsectio:
required
commodity' desc libed in subsection d(a) (2) (B) (ii) ; or (C)
the fifteenth day after the required payment date, in
the case of any other item.

U. Example cf I nter est Penalty Computation

As detailed earlier, interest penalties remaining

unpaid for a 30- day period are added to the principal amount

owed the business concern, and additional interest penalties

will be computed on the total debt including accrued

interest. Interest would continue to accrue and be added to

the principal amcunt each 3 0-days until (1) the debt and

interest is paid, (2) the vendor files a claim under the

Contract Disputes Act, or (3) until one year has elapsed.

Interest is computed based upon a 365-day calendar year.

Table I is an example of interest computation as promulgated

by Headquarters, a.S. Air Force Accounting and Finance

Center. Table II is the optional method prescribed

[Ref. 28]. Fcr comparison purposes, the formula for

computing interest as described by NAVCOMPTNOTE 7200 is

presented in Tables III and IV and a sample computation

using Navy procedures is found in Table V.
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TABLE I

Air Fcrce Interest Computati on Method

Amount subject to interest $12,000.00
Rate of interest per day
{Effective January 1, 1983)
Multiply amount by interest rate
(12,000 x C.1125)

11.25%

= 3 1,350.0
Rate of interest per day
(31,350.00/365)
Number of days payaant was lata

^ X 3.6986
15

Interest payable (15 x 3.6986)
Total amount due contractor

55.48

($12,000. 0C $55.48) = $12,355.48

_j

TABLE II

Optional AF Interest Computation

Curre
expre
(11.2
Muiti
by da
(§12,
Multl
was 1
Total
($12,

of interest
Lmal equivalent

interes-
0.0003082

nt daily rate
ssed cs a dec
5%/36 5)
ply amount subject to
ily rate of interest
000. 0C x 0.0003082) =• S3. 6936
ply by number of days paysten-
ate (2.6986 x 15) = $55.48
amourt due contractor
000 $55.48) =• S12,0!:>5.48

5 • I nterest Penalty Requirements Summary

The following summarizes the requirements and limi-

tations of interest penalties associated with the Prompt

Payment Act:
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i

TABLE III 1

Navy Interest Computation Method

Formula 1-May be used when compound interest

tables <ire available. j

P X dri = interest payable, where

F = Principal = net amount payable to the

vendor prior to adding interest.

dri = daily rate of interest frca table

pronulgated upon each change to

the Treasury's prescribed interest rate.

The table takes compounding into account.

a. An interest penalty will be paid automatically when

all of the following conditions are net:

There is a contract or purchase order with a business
concern.

Federal acceptance of property or services has cccurec
and there is no disagreement over quantity, quality,
or other contract provisions.

A proper invoice has not been received or the agency
fails to cive notice that the invoice is not proper
within 15 'days of receipt of an invoice (3 days for
meat or meat products, and five days for perishable
agricultural commodities)

.

b. Interest penalties are not required when payment is

delayed because of a disagreement between a Federal

agency and a tusiness concern over the amount of the

payment or other issues concerning compliance with the

terms of a contract; nor are they required when payments

are made solely fcr financing purposes (such as progress

payments), payments are made in advance, or for a period

when amounts are withheld temporarily in accordance with
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TABLE IV

Optional Navy Interest Computation

Formula 2-May be used when interest table is not

available.

n
P<1 +i/12) -P + P +(P(1 + i/12) - P) (i) (z) =
interest payable, where,

P » principal net amount payable to the vendor

prior to adding on interest

i interest rate = as prescribed by Treasury

expressed in decimal form

n = number of full periods, e.g., numfcer of days

divided by 30

z - number of residual days (number of days

less than a 30 day period)

n
Note that P(1 i/12) - P = comooand interest

n
P + P(1 = 1/12) - P (i) (z) = r&sidual interest

the contract. Claims concerning disputes, and any

interest that may be payable wir.h respect to the period

while the dispute is being settle}, will be resolved in

accordance with the provisions of the Contract Disputes

Act of 1978.

c. Interest penalties will not continue to accrue after

one year.

d. Interest penalties of less than one dollar need not be

paid.
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TABLE V

Navy Computation Example

Principal $500.00
Julian Pay Date 3251
Julian Due Date 2200

326 days

Interest rate = 15 1/2%
n = 10, i.e.- 326/30 = 10, the remainder
becomes z = 26

Calculations:

P i
500 x . 1496 666 = 374

Formula I^P^x dri
M =^ interest payable

• 8 3

Formula 2

10 10
500 (1+.155)/12 -500 + 500 (1*. 155/12) -500)
(.155/ <26)/<360) '

'

10 10
500 (1.012917) -500 500 + (500 (500(1.012917)

-500) (.0111 194)
v i v ;

500 (1. 135942)-500 + 500+ (500(1.136942)
-500) (.011194)

68.47 + {568.47! (,0111194)
68.47 + 6.36 = 374.84

The applicable provisions concerning interest penal-

ties and discounts will be discussed in the next section.

B. LIMITATION OK DISCOUNT PAYMENTS

The Prompt Payment Act covers acquisitions made on or

after October 1, 1982, which includes the entire process of

contracting, delivery, receipt and payment as defined in

P.L. 96-83, The Office of Federal Procurement Policy. In

addition to requiring the Government to pay an interest

penalty on late payment, Section 3 of the Act requires the
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payment of interest on improperly taken discounts, i.e.,
those discounts taken which are too large an amount or after
the expired time for the discount. In the GAO study of

Government bill paying practices, it *as found that some
contractors stopped offering discounts. One hundred

contractors reported that they no longer offered discounts
to Federal agencies even though they did at one time. In

response to the GAO guestion "Dees your firm offer discounts
to Federal agencies?", of 9 37 respondents, U00 firms, or 43

percent answered affirmatively while '537 firms, or 57

percent responded negatively, a total of 950 firms were

polled. The principal reasons given ::or discontinuing

discounts were that (1) offering them seldom made any

difference in Federal payment performance and (2) too many

discounts were taken after the discount: period had expired.

The responses to the GAO questionnaire concerning discounts

are shown in table VI. [Ref. 14]

1 • 1^12 Dis coun t Pr oc e dures

As an aid in understanding the problems of improper

discounts, this section will briefly review the disccunt

determination procedures in the Navy. Navy procedures

stipulate that when a contract or any other written purchase

agreement contair.s a provision for discounts for prompt

payment, the discount will be deducted if accepted and

earned. Discounts may be offered to the purchasing activity

after contract award by means of letter, telegram or by

notation on the bill rendered by the vendor. Here again, it

is stipulated that the discount will be taken if earned. It

is further stated that "all offers of discount appearing on

dealers' bills whether printed, typed, written, rubber

stamped, etc., regardless of the type of purchase, will be

considered as authorizing the deduction of discounts if

earned." It is important to note that in making the deter-
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TABLE VI

GAO Report Discount Questions Responses

jues-ion 10 Hew often have Federal agencies takenLiscounts offered by your firm?

percentfiesuenc^ firms

rarely, if ever

(53 or less) 59 15%

Occasionally

(about 25%) 32 8

As often as net

(about 50%) 43 11

Frequently

(about 75%) 4 5 11

very often

(95% or more) 215 55

No response 6

Total 400 100%

Question 11 Row often have ?ede::al agencies taken
discounts after the discount: period has expired?

?r eguency f_i£I2 2~!L£s~I±t.

Rarely 172 43%

Occasionally 97 24

As often as net 30 8

Frequently 43 11

Very often 57 14

No response 1

Total 400 100%
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mination of disccunt applicability, the essential element is

that discounts are tc be taken "if earned". [Ref. 5]

In making the determination of the discount period,

unless otherwise specifically provided in the purchase

agreement, the discount period is considered to begin en the

date the material is delivered or the services performed, or

on the date a proper invoice is received at the activity

designated on the purchase document as the activity to which

the invoice is tc be mailed, whichever is later. In those

cases where no discount provision is included in the

purchase agreement, the discounts are to be taken in strict

compliance with the offer. In such instances, if the offer

on the invoice fixes a date for the beginning or end of the

discount period, the date fixed applies. The start of the

discount period lay be delayed by fault of the supplier

because of the necessity of returning invoices for correc-

tion or delay in the execution and return of the contract.

In fixing the latest date on which payment may be made to

earn the discount, one would add the number of days allowed

to the date the disccunt begins. The date thus determined,

converted when necessary to a day in a subseguent month,

fixes the latest on which payment must be made to earn the

discount. As an example, if a dealer's bill is received 13

August and material is received 15 August, the discount

period begins 15 August and if 10 days are allowed, 25

August is the latest date on which payment is to be made to

earn the discount. In the situation where the discount

period begins 28 August and 10 days are allowed, the latest

date to earn discount is 7 September. Payment is deemed to

be made for the pirpese of earning the discount on the date

of mailing of the Government check. If a discount period

expires on a Sunday or holiday, the discount is earned if

payment is made en the next business day. However, if

discount expires on a nonworking day other than a Sunday or
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holiday as, for example, a Saturday designated as a regular

nonvorkday, disccunt is not earned for payment on the next

workday. In those situations, payment must be made on a day

preceding the date on which the discount period expires. If

a discount is offered for payment by "tenth proximo", the

discount is earned if payment is made by the 10th of the

month following the month in which the material was deliv-

ered, or the month in which the dealer's invoice was

received, whichever occurs in the later month. Thus, if

both material and dealer's bill are received in August, the

discount is earned for payment by 10 September. However, if

a dealer's bill is received in August and the material is

received in Sepetmber, the discount is earned for payment by

10 October. [Ref. 5]

Discounts are computed on the total amount of

payment reguested by the dealer's bill approved for payment

for settlement, including such items as taxes and freight,

whether included in the contract price or shown as seperate

items on a dealer's bill unless otherwise specifically

stated in the contract or order. A prompt payment disccunt

offered in a contract, ordir or dealer's bill for items

priced en an FO*B origin basis will net be applied to trans-

portation charges. [Ref. 5]

2 . Correct ive Action for I mj2rcp_er Discounts

Unfortunately, even with such well defined guide-

lines and procedures as these outlined above, business

concerns still report the taking of unearned discounts. A

large wholesaler in Texas wrote Senator John Tower:

"Last fall we cave up trying to do business with agen-
cies cf our Federal Government and proceeded to take
steps to start closing the accounts that we had with
some of these agencies. The primary problem is that
these agencies do not pay their bills within the
discount period, however, they take the discount anyway,
even though it is not earned... Wizh the ccst of money
today, that makes our dealings with the Government
unprofitable tc begin with." [Ref. 26]
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In the testimony given before the Brooks committee by

Congressman Son Wyden (Dem-Or.) , it was stated that the

"slow payment situation is further aggrevated by the Federal

Government taking discounts .. .even though the Government's

payments were well beyond tha terms qualifying it for a

discount." [Ref. 26]

To combat this problem, the Prompt Payment Act

states:

Section 3 {a) If a business concern offers a Federal
agency a discount from the amount otherwise due under a
contract for property or services in exchange for
payment within a specified period of time, the Federal
agency may make payment i n an amount equal to the
discounted price only if payment is made within a speci-
fied period of time.

(b) Each ag€ncy which violates subsection (a) shall
pay an interest penalty on any amount which remains
unpaid in violation of such subsection. Such interest
penalty shall accrue on such unpaid amount in accordance
with tne regulations prescribed pursuant to section 2,
except that the required payment date with respect to
such unpaid am cunt shall be the last day of the speci-
fied period of time described in subsection (a).

This essentially states that if an improper discount

is taken, interest will accrue on tha unpaid balance

commencing with the day after the expiration of the discount

period. If the payment is not corrected prior to the and of

the 15-day grace period, interest will be payable on the

unpaid balance. It is important to note that a discount

that is advantageous to the Government still remains a high

priorty when processing and paying invoices. Properly taken

discounts save the Government money and are an intergral

part of effective cash management.

C. COMPLIANCE MONITORING

Responsibility for monitoring compliance with the provi-

sions of the Prompt Payment Act has been delegated to the

Director of the Cffice of Management and Budget, with
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Congressional oversight. Within sixty days after the

conclusion of th€ fiscal year, each Federal agency is

required to submit to the Office of Management and Budget a

detailed report on any interest penalty payments made under

the Act. This report must include (1) the number of

interest penalties paid, (2) the amount of interest penal-

ties paid, (3) the relative frequency, on a percentage

basis, of payments made 5 days or more before the due date,

except where cash discounts were taken, (4) the reasons that

interest penalties were incurred and (5) an analysis of the

progress made frcm previous years in improving the timeli-

ness of payments. In accordance with OMB Circular A-125,

"in order to minimize the cost of reporting, statistical

sampling may be used to derive the information above."

[Ref. 23]

Department oi Defense monitoring and reporting proce-

dures were promulgated by the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Comptroller) on September 16, 1982. Beginning with fiscal

year 1933, each tciiitary Department, Defense Agency or other

Defense Component is required to file with the Washington

Headquarters Service (WHS) , Directorate of Information,

Operations and Reports, Washington D.C., a consolidated

Prompt Payment Act Report. This report is required not

later than 50 da 5s after the conclusion of each fiscal year.

A copy of the Prompt Payment Report (Report Control Symbol

DD-Ccmp(A) 160 7 ) and Standard Reasons for Late Payments are

provided in Appendix C. The Washington Headquarters Service

is charged with consolidating and transmitting all reports

for the Department of Defense to the Office of Management

and Budget. [Ref. 27]

As a means of Congressional oversight, the Act requires

the Director of CMB to submit to the Committee on

Governmental Affairs, the Committee on Appropriations, and

the Committee on Small Business of the Senate and to the
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Committee en Governmental Operations, the Committee on

Appropriations, and the Committee on Small Business of the

House of Representatives a report on Federal agency compli-

ance. This summary report is due within 120 days after the

conclusion of each fiscal year.

D. SOMHARY

This chapter has attempted to highlight and analyze some

of the key areas of the provisions of Public Law 9 7-177.

The areas of interest determination, improper discounts and

reporting were aralyzed in detail and are seen by the

authors as those areas that have been the most controversial

and will have the greatest impact on both Government and the

business community. Policy guidance from the Office of

Management and Budget as well as interest applicability and

interest computation was examined. The area of discounts

was examined by way cf reviewing current Navy procedures in

light of existing problems with the taking of improper

disccunts and th€ provisions of the law.

The Prompt Payment Act was hailed as a major step

forward toward inprcving Government bill paying practices

and Government/b isiness relations. However, its full impact

will not be know:, until -he end of fiscal year 1983 when

Government-wide Prompt Payment Reports are compiled and

analyzed.
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V. AN ANALYSIS OF IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

The key areas of the Prompt Payment Act provisions are

but the foundation upon which the implementation procedures

are based. As in any enactment of new laws, the success of

the Act itself depends; in large part upon the success of th?

implementation procedures. This chapter will delineate the

major implementation regulations promulgated by the Office

of Management anc Budget (0MB) and the final interpretation

and implementation of those procedures by the armed

services. The N?vy and Air Force implementation methods

will be analyzed as well as the problems encountered with

the Government's cash management policy.

A. OFFICE OF H&5JLGEHEHT AND BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE

As emphasized in Chapter IV, the Prompt Payment Act

required that OME initiate implementation regulations which

led to the creation o:: 0MB Circular No. A-125 stating the

policies and procedures which were to be used in paying for

property and ser -rices acquired under Government contract.

Each agency head was made responsible for assuring timely

payment and the payment of interest penalties where

required. [Ref. 23] The actual regulations to implement

Circular A-125 were to be internally established and promul-

gated by each agency. 0MB Circular A-125 provided specific

standards requiring compliance by all concerned. The four

primary areas were:

1) Payment Standards

2) Determining Due Dates

3) Interest Penalties Requirements

4) Reportinq Requirements. [Ref. 23]
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Each Agency established implementation procedures to comply

with their own irternal requirements. Circular A- 125 spates

that payments are to be made as close as possible to but not

beyond the due date. To insure any interest penalties are

adequately documented, specific information was to be

included in contracts, invoices, and receiving reports. The

information reguired to insure accurate documentation is:

1) Contracts must include the following payment provi-

sions:

(a) paymert due data (s)

.

(b) separate payment dates if partial payment is
authorized.

(c) if applicable, a statement that the special
payment provisions of Packers and Stockyard Act
of 1921 Dr the Perishable Agriculture Commodities
Act of 19 3C applies.

(d) a stated inspection period following delivery,
where necessary, for Government acceptance of
property or services.

(e) names, t=lep_hone numbers, and complete mailing
addresses or officials of the business concern
and of the designated payment office. [Ref. 23]

2) Invoices must include:

(a) business name and invoice date.

(b) contract number, or other authorization for
delivery of property or services.

(c) description, price, and quantity of property and
services actually delivered or rendered.

(d) shipping and payment terms.

(e) other substantiating documentation or information
as required by the contract.

(f) name, title, telephone number, and complete
mailirg address of the responsible official to
whom payment is to be sent.

A notice of an apparent error, defect, or impropriety in an

invoice will be provided to a business concern within 15

days of receipt cf an invoice. [Ref. 23]

3) A receiving report must include:

(a) contract or authorization number.

(b) product or service description.

(c) guanitities received, if applicable.
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(d) date(s) property or services accepted.

(e) signature, printed name, title, telephone number,
and mailing address of the receiving official.
[Ref. 23]

Receipt and acceptance procedures are to be executed as

promptly as possible. Receiving reports are to be received

by the designated paying office by the fifth business day

after acceptance.

Due dates are determined to be the thirtieth day after

receipt of a propsr invoice. Exceptions to this are:

(a) when a spscific payment date is provided for in the
contract—with the specific date to be the deadline
for payment.

(b) when a tine discount is taken, payment will be made
as ciose to but not later than, tne discount date.

(c) payment for meat or meat food products will be made
as close to , but not later than the seventh day
after data of delivery.

(d) payment for perishable agriculture commodities will
be made ro later than the tenth day after the date
of delivery. [Ref. 23]

Interest penalty constraints and reporting requirements were

discussed in detail in Chapter IV above. The following

section will revisw major differences between various agen-

cies' implementation procedures.

B. IBPLEHENTATICN PROCEDURES

All Government agencies have complied with the intent of

the OMB Circular &-125. Primary differences have occurred,

however in the reporting requirements of each agency. The

Department of Defense has requested -hat each defense compo-

nent will submit a consolidated report of any interest

payments made uncer the Prompt Payment Act during the

preceding fiscal year. [Ref. 27] The Navy has taken an

additional step and now requires a monthly report from all

disbursing activities which pay contractors with appropri-

ated funds. The report will allow management officials the

ability to determine the relative frequency of the interest
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payments and tak€ corrective action as required.

Nonappropriated fund (NAF) activities are directed to review

monthly NAF financial statements regarding late payment

penalty and take corrective actions. These activities will

submit an annual report to the Secretary of the Navy

(Comptroller). [Ref. 2] Informal sources from the Defense

Contract Administration Services Regions indicate they have

been required to implement sixteen different reports to

assist in maintaining control of information regarding

invoices, interest payments, and reporting procedures estab-

lished by the P::cmpt Payment Act.

Another area of difference is the information required

to be included in the certification of every invoice

submitted for payment. Different paying offices require

essentially the same information but with individual

additions/delet :.cns depending upon internal reporting

processes. Appendix D and S are examples of the type of

certification requirements currently being utilized.

In looking at the different services, the procedures are

a duplicate of OKB Circular A-125 requirements. The primary

difference is not so much in the actual compliance of the

Prompt Payment act procedures as much as the methods

utilized to insure accurate, understandable implementation

by field activities.

The Secretary of Defense promulgated the requirements as

specified in the 0MB Circular A-125. The service secre-

taries or their assistants disseminated the instructions

pertaining to their respective services. In analyzing the

messages, memorandums, and letters utilized to institute the

new payment procedures the ability to express confidence in

and support of the Prompt Payment Act was best represented

by the Air Force. The positive nature in which the imple-

mentation procedures were generated and the emphasis placed

upon the offer of assistance when required was singularly
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unique in the anred services. The messages initiated prior

to the 1 October 1982 commencement date, detailed new

payment standards and discussed new contract, invoice, and

reporting requirements. Most noteworthy, however, was the

discussion concerning the ever present "gray areas", the

instances wherein partial payment could be authorized.

"...Pav what ycu can to avoid the payment of interest.
Provide the verdor with the specifics of why we can't
pay the full anount, e.g., items not delivered, delivery
discrepancy, disputed amount, etc. Tell the vendor what
must be done before balance of payment can be made."
[Ref. 28]

The preceding statement discusses the possible partial

payment situation but mors importantly emphasizes the neces-

sity for talking to the vendors to insure that avenues of

understanding retrain open. This point is pronounced

further:

"...(the Air Fcrce) will not compromise paying controls
or standards tc avoid payment of interest penalties.
But we must work closer with vendors than ever before."
[Ref. 28]

In addition all commands were encouraged to submit comments

and recommendations evaluating the impact of the Prompt

Payment Act upon the resources available and the type of

information required in reports. The overall effect was one

of positive, supportive understanding of the new laws and

for the reasons vihich led to its enactment.

This is not to say that the other services were net

supportive of the new payment procedures. The Navy and Army

directives were specific in their discussion of the changes

the Prompt Payment Act instituted. However, the requests

for recommendatiens for improvements/changes, the discussion

of "partial payments", the continued emphasis on

contractor/paying office interface were not included within
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the promulgated directives. These additional areas of

discussion, though not imperative to the implementation of

xhe Prompt Payment Act, are needed if the success of the

Prompt Payrcent Act is to be guaranteed. Vendors and

Government Contracting Officers as well as Government Paying

Officers must maintain a cooperative attitude lest the situ-

ation become an adversary relationship with disastrous

results.

C. CASH MANAGEMENT POLICY

In July 1982, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

published a proposed Circular, "Timely Payments", for

comments concerning the guidance OMB would provide to agen-

cies en the proper timing of payments to contractors. The

comments received from Congress, professional and business

associations, Government agencies, and universities argued

that the Piompt Payment Act was to solve the problems of

late payment and that any guidance from OMB should not

discourage agencies from paying earlier than reguired by law

or contract. [Ref. 29]

This article was an attempt to gain opinions regarding

the effect the Prompt Payment Act would have upon the

governmental cash management policies and the effect a

change to that pclicy would have in the business world.

Previously standard payment clauses provided that payment be

made upon receipt of a proper invoice. Treasury regula-

tions, however, reguire payment to be held for approximately

27 days after receipt of a proper invoice, unless a specific

date is established in the contract. [Ref, 30] With the

enactment of the Prompt Payment Act, there was confusion

between the Treasury's cash management policies and the

"reguired payment dates" specified in the Act itself. OMB

Circular A-125 states:
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"Payment will te made as close as possible to, but not
later than the thirtieth day after receiDt of a proper
invoice. . .except as follows:

--when a specific payment date is provided...
--when a time discount is taken...." [ Ref . 23]

The CMB directive encompasses the Treasury cash manage-

ment policy, ever though the cash management policy has

nothing to do with the Prompt Payment Act. [Ref. 30]

Initially, many changes to the DAR payment clauses, and

anticipated reguirements for additional personnel to manage

invoice submissicns for payment were thought to be needed in

order to maintain the thirty day payment limitations. A

solution was adopted by the DAR Council, the Department of

Defense Contract Finance Committee, and the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). The agreement was that

if a specified date for payment is in the contract, it is

both the "payment due date" and the "reguired payment date".

If the payment clause contains such terms as "payment...

made upor submission of a proper invoice", then payment will

^ e .4ifJ five days after receipt of a proper invoice and

payment will be required no later than thirty days after

receipt cf a proper invoice. This agreement will prevent

payments from being arbitrarily delayed because of 0MB

Circular A-125. [Ref. 30]

D. SUMMARY

This chapter has detailed the differences in the imple-

mentation of the Prompt Payment Act between the various

services. Though similar in most aspects, the directives

initiating the Act and the reporting reguirements for each

agency have been the distinctive areas of review. Tha Cash

Management Policy was discussed as to the confusion that was

encountered when the Treasury's Cash Management Policy was

integrated with the Prompt Payment Act. The agreement
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between governing bodies as to the interpretation of the Ac*

and the Treasury *s cash management policy was provided with

a explanation of the terminology to be used.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

In obtaining an in-depth research file, contact was made

with Navy, Army, and Air Force activities. The conversa-

tions that ensued, in almost all cases, revealed that the

Proirpt Payment Act was considered to be a fair and reason-

able effort to effect more timely payment for the Government

contractor. The anticipated problems focused on the admin-

istrative procedures required to maintain control over the

interest penalty data.

Government contractors have frequently voiced complaints

concerning late payments and the negative effect that late

payments have upcn their cash flow and general financial

health. The informality of commercial business practices

allows for more interaction and arrangement of payment

procedures to ensure that bcth parties are satisfied. This

ease of doing business was carried forward into the estab-

lishment of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) , however, this

concept of informality failed to be incorporated into the

Defense Acquisition Regulation.

The Government, being in the position of the sovereign

power, must establish regulations to ensure fairness and

equality to all concerned and to cover an infinite number of

future contracting situations. To increase frustrations,

the payment of public funds requires such detailed

accounting requirements that delays in payment seem inherent

in the system. Correspondence from different agency heads

directed to subordinates attempting to implement more effi-

cient payment practices created the desire by processors to

provide timely payment. Unfortunately the impetus to
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continue the high degree of timely payment proved extremely

difficult tc maittain.

With the enactment of the Prompt Payment Act, the incen-

tive to pay in a timely manner was provided. With any new

legislation there are problems encountered initially which

require careful attention. The Prompt Payment Act, though

based upon GAO studies, businessmen's testimonies, and

countless Congressional hearings, has encountered a number

of difficulties in obtaining full implementation.

One area which is expected to entail problems is that

interest penalties must be included both in the payment to

the- contractor and as an expense to the Government appropri-

ations through which the contract was executed. This, in

essence, increases the possibility of over-obligation of

fur ds at the activity level of diverting funds from the

acquisition of gcods and services to financing penalty

interest payments in those cases where the desired effici-

enc es for which the Act was intended is not achieved. In

these cases where interest penalty amounts are not moni-

tored, the resultant, administrative burden will be small

ecu pared to the embarrassment encountered by an agency where

over-obligation cf the budget is due to inattentiveness or

ine ff iciency.

More difficulty is foreseen in monitoring the discount

payment process. Discounts are authorized to be taken when

earned. Therefore, when submitted within the discount

period, the activity will charge the specific appropriation

for a specific airount. If the associated invoice is

delayed, for whatever reason, the paying activity will

compute a different, larger total cost, thus creating an

obligation difference between the financial records of the

original purchasing command and the appropriation totals.

Commands will, therefore, have additional "difference list-

ings" to reconcile. Because of the traditional heightened
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level cf procurement activity associated with the end of the

fiscal year, par ticularily in the small purchase area, the

opportunity for cver-obliga tion will increase during this

period. Recognition of the possibility of incurring

interest penalties must be given high level management

attention if proper control of interest payment is to be

realized.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

1 . Agency. Standardization

The actual delegation of implementation authority

has been promulgated by the Office cf Management and Budget

by OMB Circular A-125. Government agencies and departments

were found to have established specific guidelines in

keeping with A- 1 25 directives tailored to the needs of

subordinate activities. Although all implementation proce-

dures examined demonstrated the ability to conform to

desired standards, the clarity of explanation of procedures

varied widely as exemplified in Tables II through V.

The Prompt Payment Act is designed to increase

effectiveness at all levels of the bill paying process.

This improvement in Federal payment performance reguires

standardization in procedures not only to enhance efficiency

but also to eliminate errors which, with the penalty previ-

sions of the Act, can prove costly. Standardized methods

and procedures should be established in order to ensure

Government-wide conformity to the provisions of the Prompt

Payment Act and to ensure that personnel tasked with the

administrative aid clerical responsibilities can effectively

perform their assigned functions. Measurement standards

should be established not only to ascertain the impact of

the Act as a whole but to ensure that prescribed implementa-

tion procedures are effectively being carried out.
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2- Gcvernmer.t/Ccntract or Interface

The implementation of the Prompt Payment Act

provides an opportunity to emphasize the importance of

contractor and Gcvernment interface and to improve the repu-

tation of the Government in the area of bill paying. Often,

direct interchanges can be utilized to improve this vital

relationship and as a demonstration that the Act is seen as

a dynamic document which will be utilized not as a tool of

punishment for Gcvernment agencies but for the benefit cf

all concerned.

In addition to the written material available to

contractor personnel, implementation conferences with

contractors should be conducted. Establishment of this

rapport is considered vital in order to assist vendors in

performing their requirements concerning the Act. Many

paying activities have already established customer service

contact points tc answer inguiries concerning the impact of

the Act on both the Government and the vendor. This func-

tion in addition to face-to-face dialogue is viewed as

essential to smooth implementation.

3 • Pos t- Implementatio n S tudy

In making payments, Federal agencies have two obli-

gations. They are required to pay bills when due and at the

same time they must make sure they receive the goods and

services for which they pay. As concluded by the GAO study

on the Government's bill payment performance, agencies are

doing well in the latter respect. The enactment of the

Prompt Payment Act is aimed at correcting the problems of

slow and deliquent payments. In the short time which has

elapsed since the enactment of the legislation, it is diffi-

cult to collect ireaningful statistics concerning the impact

of Public Law 97-177 on the bill paying process tc this
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point. It is therefore recommended that a follow-on study

be conducted to analyze the compliance reports generated by

each Federal agency as required by OMB Circular A-125. This

analysis should seek to determine not only the extent of

late payments but also the reasons activities are unable to

comply. In addition, this study should recommend action to

improve aqency compliance.

The Prompt Payment Act, Public Law 97-177, is the

result of the recognition by both Government and private

sector leaders of a long standing problem of late bill

payment. The legislation in itself does not solve the

problem of slow Government payment but rather is dependent

upon the acceptance cf the spirit and intent of the law by

all concerned. With the legal requirements now in place,

the major concern must be that implementation is accom-

plished expeditiously and comprehensively. With the

opportunity now available to develop more open channels of

communication between contractors and Government entities,

and with accurate, timely, and standardized implementation

procedures, a more effective and efficient acquisition

process can evolve.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS OF PUBLIC LAW 97-177 PASSAGE

* National Audic-Visual Association (NAVA)

* National Office Products Association (NOPA)

* National Micrographics Association (NMA)

* National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW)

* Independent Media Producers Association (IMPA)

* Association of Reproduction Material Manufacturers (ARMM)

* Coaliticn for Common Sense in Government Procurement

(CCSGP)

* Media Educational Sales Association (MESA)

* National Meat Association (NMA)

* American Association of Nurserymen (AAM)

* American Logistics Association (ALA)

* Business Products Council Association (BPCA)

* Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer's

Association (EIFMA)

* Association of Editorial Business, Inc. (AEB)

* National Association of Manufacturers (NAM)

* American Meat Institute (AMI)
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* Association of the Wall & Ceiling

Industries-International (AWCII)

* Associated General Contractors (AGC)

* National Broiler Council (NBC)

* Latin America r Manufacturers Association (LAMA)

* Automotive Service Industry Association (ASIA)

* Automotive Parts Rebuilders Association (APRA)

* Committee en Federal Contracting Practices (CFCP)

* United Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Association (UFFVA)

* National Association of Meat Purveyors (NAMP)
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APPENDIX B

THE PROMPT PAYMENT ACT—PUBLIC LAW 9 7-17 7

•Binctji'SCtjaitfi £01151153 of the Bnitd States of Smerica

AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday, the twenty-fifth day ofJanuary,

one thousand nine hundred and eighty-two

To require the Federal Government to pay interest on overdue payments, and for

otber purposes.

Be dt enacted by the Senate and House cf Representatives of the
United States ofAmerica in Ccr^p-ess assembled,

SHORT TITLE

Section 1. This Act may be cited as the "Prompt Payment Act".

INTEBXST PENALTIES ON LATE PAYMENTS

Sec 2. (aXl) la accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Director of the Office of Management and Budpet, each Federal
agency which acquires property or services from a business concern
but which does not majte payment for each such complete delivered
item of property or service by the required payment date snail pay
an interest penalty to such business concern in accordance with
this section on the amount of the payment which is due,

(2) Such regulations

—

(A) shall specify that the required payment date shall be—
(i) the date on which payment is cue under tne terms of

the contract for the provision cf such properry or service;

or
(ii) thirty daj-s after receipt of a proper invoice for the

amount of the payment cue, if a specific date on which
payment is due is not established by contract;

(BXii in the case of any acquisition of meat or of a meat food

product, as defined in section 2iaX2) of tne Packers and Stock-

yards Act, 1921 (7 U.S.C. 1S2,'3)), shall specify a requirea pay-
ment date which is not later tnan seven days after tne cate of
delivery of such meat or meat food procuct; and

(ii) in the case of any acquisition of a perishable agricultural

commodity, as defined in section 1(4) of tne Penshabie Amcul-
tural Commodities Act, 1930 (7 U.S.C. 499a(4)), snail specify a
required payment date consistent with requirements imposed
pursuant to such Act;

(C) shall specify separate required payment dates for con-
tracts under whicn property or services are provided in a series

of partial executions or deliveries, to the extent that such con-
tract provides for separate payment for such pamai execution
or delivery; and

(D) shall require that, within fifteen days after the date on-

which any invoice is received,-?ederal agencies notify the dusi-

ness concern of any defect or impropriety in such invoice
which would prevent the running of tne time period specified

in subparagraph (AXii).

(bXD Interest penalties on amounts due to a business concern
under this Act shall be paid to tne business concern for the period
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beginning on the day after the required payment date and ending
on the date on which payment of the amount due is made, except
that no interest penalty shall be paid if payment for the complete
delivered item of property or service concerned is made on or
before (A) the third day after the required payment date, in the
case of meat or a meat food product described in subsection
(aX2XBXi>, (B) the fifth day after the required payment date, in the
case of an agricultural commodity described in subsection
(aX2XBXii); or (C) the fifteenth day after the required payment date,

in the case of any other item, interest shall be computed at the
rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury for interest pay-
ments under section 12 of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (41

U.S.C. 611). The Secretary of the Treasury shall publish each such
rate in the Federal Register.

(2) Any amount of an interest penalty which remains unpaid at

the end of any thirty-day period shall be added to the principle
amount of the debt and thereafter interest penalties shall accrue
on such added amount

(c) This section does not authorize the appropriation of additional

funds for the payment of interest penalties required by this section.

A Federal agency shall pay any interest penalties required by this

section out of funds made available for the administration or oper-

ation of the program for which the penalty was incurred.

(dXD Any recipient of a grant from a Federal agency may pro-

vide in a contract for acquisition of property or" services from a
business concern for the payment of interest penalties on amounts
overdue under such contract, except that

—

(A) in no case shall an obligation to pay such interest penal-
ties be construed to be an obligation of the United States, and

(B) any payment of such interest penalties shall not be made
from funds provided to the grant recipient by a Federal
agency, nor shall any non-Federal funds expended for such
interest penalties be counted toward any matching require-

ment applicable to that grant.

(2) Such interest penalty payments shall be made under such
terms and conditions as agreed to by the grant recipient and the
business concern, consistent with the grant recipient's usual busi-

ness practices and applicable State and local law.

LIMITATION ON DISCOUNT PAYMENTS

Sec. 3. (a) If a business concern offers a Federal agency a dis-

count from the amount otherwise due under a contract for prop-

erty or services in exchange for payment within a specified period

of time, the Federal agency may make payment in an amount
equal to the discounted price only if payment is made within such
specified period of time.

(b) Each agency which violates subsection fa) shall pay an inter-

est penalty on any amount which remains unpaid in violation of

such subsection. Such interest penalty shall accrue on such unpaid
amount in accordance with the regulations prescribed pursuant to

section 2, except that the required payment date with respect to

such unpaid amount shall be the last day of the specified period of

time described in subsection (a).
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claims; belation to other law

Sec 4. (aXD Claims for interest penalties which a Federal agency
has failed to pay in accordance with the requirements of section 2
or 3 of this Act may be filed under section 6 of the Contract Dis-
putes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. 605).

(2) Interest penalties under this Act shall not continue to accrue
(A) after the filing of a claim for such penalties under the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978, or (B) for more than one year.

(3) Paragraph (2) shall not be construed to preclude the accrual
of interest pursuant to section 12 of the Contract Disputes Act of
1978 (41 UJ3.C. 611) after interest penalties have ceased accruing
under this Act, and interest pursuant to such section may accrue
on both any unpaid contract payment and on the unpaid interest

penalty required by this Act.

(b) Except as provided in section 3 with respect to disputes con-
cerning discounts, this Act shall not be construed to require inter-

est penalties on payments which are not made by the required
payment date by reason of a dispute between a Federal agency and
a business concern over the amount of that payment or other alle-

gations concerning compliance with a contract. Claims concerning
any such dispute, and any interest which may be payable with
respect to the period while the dispute is being resolved, shall be
subject to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978.

CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

Sec. 5. (a) Each Federal agency shall file with the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget a detailed report on any interest

penalty payments made under this Act during the preceding fiscal

year.

(b) Such report shall include the number, amounts, and fre-

quency of interest penalty payments, and the reasons such pay-
ments were not avoided by prompt payment, and shall be delivered

to the Director within sixty days after the conclusion of each fiscal

year.
(c) The Director shall submit to the Committee on Governmental

Affairs, the Committee on Appropriations, and the Committee on
Small Business of the Senate and to the Committee on Government
Operations, the Committee on Appropriations, and the Committee
on Small Business of the House of Representatives within one hun-
dred and twenty days after the conclusion of each fiscal year a
report on Federal agency compliance with the requirements of this

Act. Such report shall include a summary of the report submitted
by each Federal agency under subsection (b) and an analysis of the
progress made in reducing interest penalty payments by that

agency from previous years.

DEFINITIONS

Sec. 6. For the purposes of this Act

—

(1) the term "Federal agency" has the same meaning as the
term "agency" in section 551(1) of title 5, United States Code,
but also includes any entity (A) which is operated exclusively

as an instrumentality of such an agency for the purpose of

administering one or more programs of that agency, and (B)
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which is so identified for this purpose by the head of such
agency;

(2) the term "business concern" means any person engaged
in a trade or business and nonprofit entities operating as con-
tractors;

(S) an invoice shall be considered a "proper invoice" when it

contains or is accompanied by such substantiating documenta-
tion (A) as the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget may require by regulation, and (B) as the Federal
agency involved may require by regulation or contract;

(4) an invoice shall be deemed to have been received by an
agency on the later of—

(A) the date on which the agency's designated payment
office or finance center actually receives a proper invoice;

or
(B) the date on which such agency accepts the property

or service concerned;

(5) a payment shall be considered made on the date on which
a check for such payment is dated; and

(6) a contract for the rental of real or personal property is a
contract for the acquisition of that property.

EFFECTIVE DATE .

Sec. 7. (a) This Act applies to the acquisition of property or serv-

ices on or after the beginning of the first calendar quarter which
begins more than ninety days after the date of enactment of this

Act.

(b) The provisions of this Act requiring the promulgation of regu-
lations shall be effective upon enactment, and such regulations

shall be promulgated not later than ninety days after the date of

enactment of this Act.

(c) The provisions of this Act shall apply to the Tennessee Valley
Authority, but any regulations promulgated under the authority of
this Act shall not be applicable to the Tennessee Valley Authority,
which shall be solely responsible for implementing the provisions

of this Act with respect to its contracts.

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.
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APPENDIX C

STANDARD REASONS FOR LATE PAYMENTS

Gen eral. The following one-character alphabetic codes will

be used by Navy activities to identify -che primary reason

that interest was incurred in the payment of a given

invoice. This cede will always appear in the first position

of the cost code field in the accounting classification.

The unit identification code (UIC) of the activity associ-

ated with the reason will be reflected in the Property

Accounting Activity (PAA) field. For brevity, the term

"responsible UIC" will be used to describe that activity.

If an Army field or Air Force activity is determined to be

responsible, the PAA field may cite "USARMY" or "AF0RC3"

respectively in the event that the specific station number

is not available. If the responsible activity is another

agency within the Departmsnt of Defense, the PAA field may

cite "SECDEF" in lieu of the specific activity identifier.

Agencies outside the Department of Defense will be identi-

fied as "NONDOD".

A. Contract, in cluding amendments, not availa ble in DayJ-ncj

office. This is the responsibility of the contracting

office, and the GIC of that activity will be reflected in

the PAA field of the accounting line for interest payments.

This code will be used if the request for the missing docu-

ment was made ten or more calendar days prior ro the

expiration of the applicable grace period, and the document

had not yet been received by the close of business of the

sixth working day preceding the last day of the grace

period.
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B « Receiving dp cumentat ion delay, by, receiving activity.

This is the responsibility of the receiving activity and the

responsible UIC will be that of the receiving activity.

This code will b€ used under two different circumstances:

1. A request for the missing documentation was placed

ten or more calendar days prior to the expiration of

the applicable grace period and the required documen-

tation hac not been received prior to the close of

business en the sixth working day preceding the last

day of th€ grace period.

2. More than five working days elapsed between the date

of acceptance of the goods and services and the

receipt ir. the paying office of the approved invoice

and receiving report, and this delay allowed the

paying office less than fifteen calendar days to

effect payment prior to the expiration of a fifteen

day grace period (five or more calendar days prior tc

the expiration of shorter grace periods)

.

c - Delay to obt sin required certification of invoice. This

is a receiving activity responsibility. It applies only

when the contract provided for a specified period of time to

accept the goods or services, this time period was exceeded,

and the paying office was permitted fifteen calendar days or

less to effect paymenx with incurring interest charges (five

calendar days or less in the case of meat, meat products,

and perishable agricultural commodities).

D« Delays by pa yi n g off ic e . This is a paying office

responsibility, and the responsible UIC will be that of the

paying office. This code is used whenever either of the

following circumstances apply:
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1. A bill prcperly payable was received fifteen calendar

days or mere prior to the expiration of the fifteen

day grace period or five calendar days or more prior

to the expiration of the shorter grace periods.

2. The provisions of Codes A, B, C, or E would have

applied except that the properly payable bill was

received in the paying office prior to the time spec-

ified in the description of those codes.

The forgoing rules continue to apply under the systems in

which the invoice never goes to the paying office, and

payment is made based on a remote input from another

activity. Payinc offices must, however, maintain local

records for activities which contribute to late payments by

failing to furnish the requested input in sufficient time tc

permit timely payment.

2 - Military exercises in progress. This code is proper for

use only in peace time when the activity or ship requisi-

tioning the goods or services cannot be contacted by the

paying office for information necessary to effect payment

(e.g. accounting data, certification of receipt.) due to

restrictions on the use of telephone or message communica-

tion, and the request is sent by mail at least ten calendar

days prior to the expiration of the grace period, and the

information when obtained by mail or after the lifting of

the restrictions is received after the close of business on

the sixth working day preceding the last working day of the

grace period. The UIC shown is that of the ship or activity

that could not be contacted.

F. Discount takjn in error. This is a paying office or

branch paying office responsibility, except when the

receiving activity supplies an erroneous date upon which the

paying office relies in talcing the discount. The code is
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proper whenever it has been determined that a discount was

wrongfully taken, and full payment was not made within the

specified period of time prescribed by this notice. when

this condition occurs, this code will be used regardless of

whether the conditions described in the other codes apply as

well.

G « F ailure to notify vendor of defective invoice, This

code can apply tc either the receiving activity or the

paying office. In either instance it applies only if the

number of calendar days between the date of the invoice

receipt and the date of rejection exceeds the maximum allo-

wable number (fifteen in most cases), and that this excess

is equal to or greater than the number of calendar days by

which actual payment exceeded the expiration of the grace

period. For example, if the invoice was returned four

calendar days beyond the fifteen allDwed, payment was made

two calendar days beyond the expiratin date of the grace

period and Code E was inapplicable, this code would be

appropiate. This cede would not be appropriate if the same

circumstances applied, except that payment was made six

calendar days after expiration of the grace period. In

determining the activity responsible, the paying office

would be considered responsible only if the invoice was

received in the paying office fifteen or more calendar days

prior to the payment due date (five or more calendar days in

the case of meat, meat products and perishable agricultural

commodities). Ir. all other instances, the receiving

activity is responsible. This includes instances in which

the receiving activity approves an improper bill for

payment, but the bill does net reach the paying office

within fifteen calendar days (or five calendar days when

applicable) preceding the payment due date.
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H - Automated system processing delay. In order for --.his

code to be appropriate, the documented delay in calendar

days must equal cr exceed the number of calendar days beyond

the expiration of the grace period on which payment was

made. The responsible QIC should be that of the activity

which controls the hardware, unless the failure can be

conclusively attributed to a defective program. In that

case, the UIC of the activity which prepared the program

will be cited.

J. U.S. Post al Service delays. This code applies if none

of rhe circumsta rces described in any of the codes apply,

there is at least a seven calendar day gap between the docu-

mented mailing of the invoice by one activity inside the

United 5-->es and the documented receipt of that same invoice

by another activity in the United States, and payment

exceeds the grace period by four calendar days or less. If

either the sending or receiving activity is outside the

United States, the documented mailing time must be at least

fifteen days, and the payment date must be no more than

eight calendar days beyond the expiration of the grace

period. The PAA field shoud be zero filled.

K - Ail ether. This code can be used at the discretion of

the paying office, and may go so far as to include instances

in which the facts lack sufficient clarity to permit a

determination of why the payment was late. Any use of this

code must be thoroughly documented by the paying office and

available for inspection upon request. To the extent that a

responsible activity can be identified, the UIC of that

activity should appear in the PAA field. Otherwise the PAA

field may be zerc filled.

Summary It is theoretically possible for all ten reason

codes to have sone applicability to the processing of a
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single invoice. The specific prioritization if multiple

reasons appear to occur is as follows: F, D, A, 3 r G, C, A,

E, J, K. The following chart list the codes in priority

order. The intert is to hold paying offices responsible fo:

late payments which they can reasonably be expected to

prevent and to held other activities responsible when their

actions prohibit a paying office from making a timely

payment.

F Discount taken in error

D Paying office delay

A Contract not available

B Receiving doc mentation delay

G Delay in returning defective invoice

C Certification delay

H Automated system delay

E Military exercises in progress

J Postal Service delay

K All other
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APPENDIX D

CERTIFICATION INFORMATION FOR A NAVY FINANCE CENTER

I AW CINCPACFLT MS G 141914Z AUG 82

THE FOLLOWING INFO IS REQUIRED:

INVOICE NUMBER (S)

INVOICE DATE(S)

DATE MATERIAL REC'D

DATE INVOICE REC D

DATE FTO'D FOR PMT

AMT APPROVED FOR PMT

GOODS ACCEPTANCE CERTIFIED BY:

(nale7f unct ion ai tTrie7a

c

z i vT^f yj"

PAYING OFFICE_
"Tname an<T7oc UTCT

DISC NCU42 ATTACHED? YES NO
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APPENDIX E

CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION FOR A NAVY SUPPLY CENTER

OIC:
Activity Name:
Address:

Preprinted
A ct iv i t y
Name/Address/UIC

Contract/Purchase Order Number

Invoice No. Invoice Date A 11 oar."

Date Inv Rec' d Date Mat*I/Svc Rec'd

Approved for payment 3 _
Accepted and conforms to con^rac^;

except as noted, prices are agreed upon,
fair and reasonable

Certifying Sigr.ature Date Accepted

Phone

(preprint name and title auth. gov't rep)

Accounting Data (when applicable)

For «d
To: _"

Date Forv'd

N00228 NSCO Oakland 94625
Other DIC

Imprest Fund purchase erroneously
not sent COD

No Purchase Order Required

Special Payment Terms (Meat,
Perishable Agriculture Commodities,
Other)

Date Funds Obligated

Interest Due Date
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